How are
Your Carriers Responding
to COVID-19?
Stealth Partner Group has gathered responses from each of our carrier
partners regarding the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) outbreak. Please see the
following pages for key highlights.
Additionally, please reach out to your Stealth sales representative with any
questions, and we will work diligently to get answers to your questions.
Note, this document will be continuously updated as we receive more detail
and points of clarification from our carrier partners.
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COVID-19?
Plan Document & Eligibility:
As it relates to honoring not excluding testing costs etc. without formal Plan
Amendments, Amalgamated would follow the rules of the underlying plan document,
however they will need to be advised of any changes to the plan document and plan
provisions. Amalgamated will apply a 60 day limitation to retroactively notify them of
a change in the plan provisions.
Amalgamated will honor not excluding testing costs etc. w/o doing formal plan
amendment, however this must be administered by the plan for all covered
individuals as Amalgamated Life does not administer 1st dollar claims.
Amalgamated Life will apply a 60 day limitation to retroactively notify them of a
change in the Plan provisions.

Amalgamated
Life

If a Plan needs to be amended or the state requirement mandates an amendment,
the changes will be accepted in writing with commitments of a plan amendment
asap at the end of the state of emergency. The day limitation to retroactively
notifying them of a change in Plan provisions still applies.
7-DAY TRIAL
Layoffs & Furloughs:
As it relates to what happens to a Policy if a client lays off some of a work force due to
COVID-19, Amalgamated will not enforce the change in membership provision in all
coverages that have said provision. If all are laid off, as long as premium is being
remitted on behalf of these individuals and the underlying Plan is continued, the
policy will remain in effect.
COBRA & Return to Work:
If an employee is laid off and returns to work after not electing COBRA, waiting
periods would be determined and imposed by the Plan Document. Amalgamated
Life would follow the underlying Plan Document.
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
During COVID-19 crisis, Amalgamated agrees not to re-underwrite the laid-off
employees as they return to work. Standard renewal underwriting procedures will be
followed.
Actively at Work for Employees With no Scheduled Shifts:
If the plan sponsor maintains coverage for these employees under the plan, they
would be covered under the stop loss contract. Amalgamated Life needs to be
notified of these eligibility exceptions during the crisis, as well as at time
of claim if the claimant is to be considered eligible by the plan. It would be
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in the policyholder's
best interest to amend the plan even if temporary. Amalgamated
will apply a 60 day limitation to retroactively notify them of a change in the plan
provisions.
Policy Administration & "Wet" Signatures:
Amalgamated will forgo “wet” signatures on policy forms, applications etc. and use
confirmation emails until such time as people get back to work. However
Amalgamated Life will require two separate authorizations via email with the
attachments included, or a confirmation via phone call.
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Claims:
As it relates to paying claims without some documentation that would normally be
received due to effected entities, Amalgamated Life will continue to adhere to the
current processes and applicable rules as they existed prior to this COVID-19 outbreak.
However, timely claim filing requirements will be waived for up to 60 days, or longer if
required by law or regulation.
Additional Examples Frequently Requested:
Plant Closing Example:
- If the individual is covered and continues to pay premiums, and has a 24 hour or off
the job disability policy and;
- Become furloughed and;
- Have an eligible claim for disability;
7-DAY TRIAL
Amalgamated Life will pay the claim based on their occupation prior to the furlough.
This would apply to accident and critical illness claims as well, if the above mentioned
is satisfied.

Amalgamated
Life

Individual Tested Positive for COVID-19 and is Quarantined:
- If the individual is covered and they continue to pay their premiums and;
- They have a 24 hour or off the job disability policy;
Amalgamated Life will pay the claim
Policy Premium Grace Periods:
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
Amalgamated Life will follow all federal and state mandates that address catch up on
premiums and extensions of grace periods.
Timely Filing Claim Requirements:
Amalgamated Life will agree to extend the timely filing limits and will adhere to
individual state mandates as they change.

Please note,
additional
information specific to Ancillary programs offered by
Monthly
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Amalgamated Life can be found on the corresponding document titled
"Carrier COVID Ancillary Summary"
Please request a copy of this from your Stealth representative if needed.
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Grace Periods:
American Fidelity's commitment to their customers is to follow any state department
requirements to extend grace periods as they arrive. The policy already allows ample
grace period timeframes, plus an additional 30 days for Stealth policies, and do not
anticipate extending any further at this time.
Claim Filing Time Limits:
American Fidelity plans to follow contractual claim filing time limits, but will handle
requests for exception on a case by case basis. With the majority of claims
transmitted electronically by Providers to Payors, and 95% of claims auto-adjudicated
to the Payors, we don't anticipate any significant lag times on that front at this time.

American
Fidelity

Plan Document & Eligibility:
American Fidelity will support the administrative plan change as currently mandated
by the federal government to cover the COVID-19 test at 100% Plan benefit. There will
be no change to the stop loss rates or factors. American Fidelity would also expect
other future government mandates would be handled in the same way, but still
reserves the right to evaluate for additional Stop Loss Policy exposure.
7-DAY TRIAL
As it relates to Plan Document changes requiring signature - American Fidelity will be
happy to review any plan change request on an expedited basis and determine if a
Plan Amendment is required, or if the change is something that can be accepted on
an administrative exception basis. American Fidelity will accept a signed Plan
Document retroactively within 30 days as long as they have advance written
notification and agreement.
Furloughs & Layoffs:
As it relates to what happens to a policy if a client is forced to lay off or furlough a
percentage or all of their workforce, both scenarios relate to continuation of coverage
under the Stop Loss Policy. American Fidelity knows that employers may need
LIVE flexibility
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additional
surrounding COVID-19. Employees whose eligibility under the
plan is impacted by COVID-19 related actions can still be considered covered under
the Stop-Loss policy during the current Policy Year provided premium continues to
be paid for them. American Fidelity will not require that an amended Plan Document
permitting such continued coverage be sent to them for approval. However, in order
to process claims accurately and expeditiously, American Fidelity does need to be
made aware of any such plan changes as soon as possible. Please send the amended
Plan Document, when updated, to the AFA Underwriter for approval.
COBRA:
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As it relates
to waiting
periods for current employees who had to be laid off and
returned to work without choosing COBRA, American Fidelity would expect to follow
the Plan continuation provisions, but may consider waiving the waiting period
depending on the length of period the employee was without coverage, or may
request a short form health questionnaire if outside of an acceptable or mandated
time frame. American Fidelity will monitor both state and federal legislation
surrounding the issue, as well.
Actively at Work:
As it relates to viewing claims from employees who are not actively at work because
they have no scheduled shifts, American Fidelity would defer to the Continuation
provisions of the Policyholder's plan document.
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Temporary Layoff Provisions:
American Fidelity would defer to the Continuation provisions of the Policyholder's
plan document as it relates to needing to introduce temporary layoff provisions
during this national emergency.
Families First Coronavirus Response Act:
As it relates to conformity with Governing Law (i.e. a provision of the Plan is contrary
to any law to which it is subject) - where similar Plan provisions exist in a
Policyholder's Plan Document, American Fidelity will not require a formal Plan
amendment to reflect this law and there will be no effect on the Stop Loss rates or
factors.

American
Fidelity
continued

Policy Administration:
In lieu of wet signatures on Policy forms, applications, etc. during this time, American
Fidelity plans to utilize DocuSign capabilities to gather electronic signatures.
American Fidelity's policy team is prepared to work with clients closely on this
endeavor to meet their customer needs during this difficult time administratively.
7-DAY TRIAL
Claims:
As it relates to paying claims without some documentation normally received due to
difficulty obtaining such items during this time, American Fidelity would review on a
case by case basis. Their intent is always to introduce some common sense solutions
during challenging times wherever possible, to ensure customer's Stop Loss claims
continue to be reimbursed promptly.
Timely-Filing-Limits:
American Fidelity does not intend to change filing limits at this time, as they are
generally considered very generous under the Stop Loss coverage. American Fidelity
is in close contact with State insurance departments, and will adapt their policy as
directed. If there is any question or extended potential delay known by the employer
LIVE
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or their
representative,
American Fidelity does ask that they send a provisional notice
in order to add to the file when the claim is able to be filed appropriately.
Changes in Claims Handling Policies:
As of now, American Fidelity's claim force is fully operational due to use of cloudbased systems and work from home procedures that were already in place and welltested.
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Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing
for COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.

Anthem

Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders who decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual
healthcare visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy, without any prior notification.
Early Rx Refills:
Policyholders who decide to allow covered participants to receive early prescription
refills to ensure they have a 30-day supply will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy, without any prior notification.
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Amendments & Eligibility Requirements:
In order to process claims accurately and timely, if a group amends their plan or
eligibility provisions, Anthem asks that they notify Anthem Stop Loss as soon as
possible, with a normal standard of 30 days notice. Please send any amended plan
document(s) or an email with the plan changes to: stoplossclaims@anthem.com. If
the loss of enrollment is a result of COVID-19, rates and premiums will not change.
Through May 31, 2020, Anthem will not require that policy or plan amendments for
these provisions be submitted for Anthem’s formal review, subject to the following:
- Payment of stop loss premium is required to continue coverage for laid-off
employees who are not actively at work.
- Coverage must be offered on a uniform non-discriminatory basis to all employees
and employee premium contribution must be the same or less prior to the layoffs
- Employees rehired by May 31, 2020 will not be subject to a waiting period.
The above considerations apply to:
- Emergency Leave
- Extended Leave
- Temporary7-DAY
Lay Offs
TRIAL
- Furloughs
- Not Actively at Work Due to No Scheduled Shifts

Anthem
continued

Layoffs & Furloughs:
If Anthem is notified in writing of a change to the Leave Policy, Anthem will mirror the
underlying Medical plan document with no cost impact. If the Employer chooses to
lay off Employees or severs the employment relationship, it may trigger a qualifying
event under COBRA, if the Employer’s plan is subject to COBRA. Anthem
recommends that Employers check their benefit booklet for details. An Employer can
subsidize the Employee’s COBRA premium.
Government
Mandates:
LIVE 1-ON-1
INTERVIEW
Reasonable accommodations made in response to, or as a consequence of, guidance
or requirements from duly authorized federal, state or local government entities will
not result in the denial of an otherwise eligible stop loss claim. Anthem will abide by
any applicable government mandates.
Grace Periods:
- Anthem has agreed to extend standard premium payment policy grace period for
an additional 30 days if necessary without prior notification required.
- Anthem allows 6 months after current contract year end for a timely filing, and have
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no plans for
extensions.
Exclusions & Limitations:
Anthem's Stop Loss policies do not have any exclusions or limitations for pandemics.
Mid-Year Deductible Changes:
Mid-year deductible changes will not be considered. Anthem will entertain deductible
changes at time of renewal.
Anticipated Updates:
As new information becomes available, Anthem will review and reconsider their
position, including the referenced May 31, 2020 date and will send out notification by
May 15, 2020.
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Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing for
COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as eligible
expenses under their Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders who decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual healthcare
visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as eligible expenses
under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Early Rx Refills:
Policyholders who decide to allow covered participants to receive early prescription refills
to ensure they have a 30-day supply will be allowed to apply these costs as eligible
expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.

Berkley

Plan Changes:
For any other plan changes that may be occurring to deal with the crisis, a request on
employer letterhead is acceptable for Berkley to review and accept a change in place of a
TRIALchange. In terms of eligibility/plan document changes, if the
signed plan7-DAY
document
employer wants to change their leave policy they should send in the amendment to the
plan that outlines the changes. The amendment does not need to be more than the
change on the company’s letterhead. Berkley's policy does not speak to employee
contributions so that has no bearing on our decisions and if the employer is going to waive
employee contributions during a leave that should be reflected in the PD amendment.
Berkley believes it is in the employers best interest to have a PD that outlines the accurate
eligibility under the Plan.
If a client lays off more than X% of their work force:
Berkley will be as flexible as possible during this outbreak. While not seeing an increase in
exposure, Berkley does have minimum premium guidelines and state laws/filings to
LIVE
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comply
with,
and states
have not given any relief in this area at this time.

Temporary Lay Offs:
If an employer has to lay off employees temporarily, and they choose not to elect
Cobra before returning to work, Berkley would defer to the Plan language and any
amendment that was done by the employer. There is no waiting period under Stop
Loss, so no waiting period would apply. A simple statement on employer letterhead
will suffice as a Plan Amendment to be submitted to Berkley for approval.
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Claims for Employees not Actively at Work due to No Scheduled Shifts:
This will be compared to the leave policy in the SPD. Berkley believes the employer should
amend the Plan to ensure consistency and nondiscrimination issues among their workforce.
Berkley will review these plan amendments quickly. A simple statement on employer
letterhead will suffice as a Plan amendment to be submitted to Berkley for approval.
Plan Amendments Due to Temporary Layoff Provisions:
Berkley would expect a Plan amendment and would accept one retroactively as long as
submitted within a reasonable time. A simple statement on employer letterhead will suffice
as a Plan amendment to be submitted to Berkley for approval.
Claim Timely Filing Limits:
For timely filing limits, Berkley will be willing to extend filing limits until the end of the
COVID-19 crisis. However, any extension to incurred and paid periods have to be approved
by underwriting.
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Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Effective March 1, 2020 through August 31, 2020 (unless further extended by Berkshire
Hathaway), Berkshire will fully support the waiving deductibles, co-pays, and cost sharing
on covered participants for COVID-19 testing. No prior notification to Berkshire Hathaway
will be required.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Effective March 1, 2020 through August 31, 2020 (unless further extended by Berkshire
Hathaway), Berkshire will fully support waiving cost sharing for virtual visits or
telemedicine. No prior notification to Berkshire Hathaway will be required.
Early Rx Refills:
Effective March 1, 2020 through August 31, 2020 (unless further extended by Berkshire
Hathaway), Berkshire will fully support permitting early refills of medication to ensure
participants have a 30-day supply on hand. No prior notification to Berkshire Hathaway is
required.

Berkshire

Eligibility Provisions, Including Leave of Absence, Furloughs, and Quarantines:
7-DAY TRIAL
Berkshire Hathaway
will fully support reasonable Plan Sponsor accommodations to Plan
eligibility provisions that ensure that eligibility remains in place for those existing Plan
participants impacted by COVID-19 driven leaves of absence, temporary furloughs, and
quarantines. Please notify Berkshire Hathaway as soon as possible of such
accommodations.
Premium Payment Flexibility
The Stop Loss policy has a 45-day Grace Period for the payment of premiums. Should a
Plan Sponsor's ability to timely ascertain and pay their premium change as a result of
unexpected disruptions or closures of their various locations, please notify Berkshire as
soon as possible so they can arrange a mutually acceptable revised payment schedule.
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
Claims Processing:
Berkshire Hathaway assures they are processing claims 'business as usual'. Claims will
continue to be processed and reimbursed with the same standard of care and
expediency as usual.
Berkshire Hathaway highly recommends that Policyholders arrange for ACH
reimbursements (if they have not already done so) to ensure the quickest claims
reimbursement turn-around time.
For each reimbursement processed, Berkshire Hathaway will notify the Policyholder
and copy the Producer and/or TPA with a copy of the EOB for their records.

Evolution
Risk

Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
COVID-19 testing will be covered under the contract holder's underlying plan
document effective immediately at 100% coverage (network, usual and customary, or
referenced based price as applicable) with no deductible, coinsurance or co-payment,
upon a doctor's order (this will be required under the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act).
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Telemedicine visits related to COVID-19 symptoms with no deductible, coinsurance or
co-payment.
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Early Rx Refills:
Removal of Prescription refill limitations on maintenance medications to assure up to
a maximum 90-day supply is available in the event a potential quarantine situation
may arise, as long as they have been recommended or prescribed by a Physician. Only
supplies up to the end of the Stop Loss policy year will be considered for eligible
claims under stop loss.
Leave of Absence:
Approved leave of absence must be offered to all Plan participants who were
previously covered prior to the COVID-19 event.
Furloughed Employees:
Pan-American (Evolution Risk) will extend Excess Loss coverage with respect to
furloughed employees or employees on a leave of absence for a period not to exceed
90 days while a National Emergency remains declared with respect to COVID-19, or
longer when required by law, provided the contract holder continuously provides
health plan coverage for the plan participant during the furlough or leave of absence
period, and7-DAY
premium
is timely paid for the Excess Loss coverage as required by the
TRIAL
Excess of Loss contract.

Evolution
Risk
continued

Supporting Amendments:
Supporting Plan amendments must be submitted to the Managing General
Underwriter as a condition of receiving the corresponding Excess Loss contract
payments.
Amendments may be retroactive to March 1, 2020, but should be executed and
delivered to Pan-American's MGU Evolution Risk by August 31, 2020.
Rate Changes:
Evolution
is agreeable
to non-rate implication to the excess loss policy if the plan
LIVE Risk
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sponsor chooses to waive member cost share under the plan, as long as the contract
holder continuously provides health plan coverage for the plan participation and
premium is timely paid for the Excess loss coverage.
Grace Periods:
Evolution Risk will consider a grace period as requested by the client or Stealth
Partner Group in writing, however, claims will not be paid until the stop loss premium
is received for the period that the claim relates to.
In terms of timely filing limits for claims, Evolution Risk may allow on a case by case
basis as a result of the pandemic.
A request in writing by the client or Stealth Partner Group must be provided to
Evolution Risk for individual case consideration.
Additional Responses Forthcoming
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Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing
for COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders who decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual
healthcare visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Early Rx Refills:
Policyholders who decide to allow covered participants to receive early prescription
refills to ensure they have a 30-day supply will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Temporary Closures:
The Employer determines who is actively at work and covered under the plan.
This includes determination for employees who have been furloughed or have
7-DAY
reduced hours
but TRIAL
will still be considered eligible for the purposes of plan
coverage.

TMHCC

TMHCC is agreeable to accept any notification of how the plan
will address and administer their updated guidelines. We will also allow
retroactive changes to keep currently covered members on the plan as long as
employees are included in the census and applicable stop loss premiums are
paid.

Temporary Layoffs & Furloughs:
If a client
allow furloughed / lay-off employees to remain on the benefit
LIVEchooses
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plan, THMHCC will follow the plan change to continue their stop loss coverage as well.
TMHCC does not require a formal Plan Document Amendment, but does need
something from the group documenting how they are handling the situation, such as
an official notice to their employees, or if there is a plan amendment, a copy of that
amendment.
Q: What Happens to a Policy if a Client Lays Off More Than X% of their Work Force due
to COVID-19?
A: Standard underwriting requirements will apply with enrollment changes. Of
course, in these unique times, communication is key and all enrollment variances will
be considered on a case by case and situation by situation basis.
Q: What Happens to a Policy if a Client has to Lay Off or Furlough ALL of a Work Force
due to COVID-19?
A: TMHCC's policy follows the Plan Document. Lay-offs would be governed by the
employer and how they wish to update their plan. If the company is not operating
but still keeps the plan active, TMHCC's stop loss policy will continue to offer coverage
when the plan is updated, via notice or amendment, for the continued eligibility and
payment of stop loss premiums. If the company ceases to offer benefits and
terminates the plan, TMHCC's Stop Loss Policy would also terminate.
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Q: Would a Waiting Period or New Underwriting Apply for any Current Employees
who had to be Laid Off, then Return to Work if They do not Choose COBRA?
A: The Employer/Plan determines who is actively at work and covered under the plan.
This includes determinations for employees who have been furloughed or have
reduced hours but will still considered actively at work for the purposes of plan
coverage and stop loss premiums.
TMHCC will accept any notification of how the plan will address and administer their
updated guidelines. TMHCC will allow retroactive changes to keep currently covered
members on the plan. TMHCC will provide formal approval upon receipt of
notification.
Q: How Would HCC View Claims from Employees Who are not Actively at Work due to
No Scheduled Shifts?
A: The Employer/Plan determines who is actively at work and covered under the plan.
This includes determinations for employees who have been furloughed or have
7-DAY
reduced hours
but TRIAL
will still considered actively at work for the purposes of plan
coverage and stop loss premiums.

TMHCC
continued

TMHCC will accept any notification of how the plan will address and administer their
updated guidelines. TMHCC will allow retroactive changes to keep currently covered
members on the plan. TMHCC will provide formal approval upon receipt of
notification.
Q: Will Clients Need to Amend Plan Documents to Include a Temporary Layoff
Provision if One Does Not Exist, and Can This be Done Retroactively?
1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
A: The LIVE
Employer/Plan
determines who is actively at work and covered under the plan.
This includes determinations for employees who have been furloughed or have
reduced hours but will still considered actively at work for the purposes of plan
coverage and stop loss premiums.
TMHCC will accept any notification of how the plan will address and administer their
updated guidelines. TMHCC will allow retroactive changes to keep currently covered
members on the plan. TMHCC will provide formal approval upon receipt of
notification.

Policy Administration:
During this time, TMHCC agrees to forgo "wet" signatures on Policy Forms,
Applications, etc. and will accept scanned signatures.
Claims:
Standard claims process will continue to apply. While TMHCC does not plan on
changing required documentation due to effected entities, they are willing to work
with Stealth and the clients on any extenuating circumstances.
TMHCC will not agree to extend timely filing limits at this time, however will work with
Stealth and the clients on any extenuating circumstances.
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Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing
for COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders who decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual
healthcare visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Early Rx Refills:
Policyholders who decide to allow covered participants to receive early prescription
refills to ensure they have a 30-day supply will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Leave of Absence:
Continued coverage for employees who are temporarily on non-medical leave/unable
to work remotely
COVID-19 social distancing requirements, as long as said
7-DAYper
TRIAL
employees are included in the census and applicable premiums are paid.
Self-Funded Health Benefit Plans:
State insurance bulletins do not require any changes to self-funded benefit plans –
Self-funded plans are not regulated by state insurance departments. HM expects that
most self-funded plans already cover testing and treatment for acute health
conditions like COVID-19.

HM

HM’s stop loss policies follow the underlying plan to determine eligible claims
expenses. HM generally expects that COVID-19 treatments will meet the policy
definition of eligible claims expense.
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For the purposes of COVID-19 transmission mitigation, “Actively At Work” will be
interpreted as any plan participant who is granted approved leave by the
policyholder, remains on the policyholder’s stop loss census, and for whom premium
is paid.
If the underlying plan does not cover testing and treatment related to COVID-19 and a
mid-year change is desired, the stop loss policy requires that HMIG approve the
change to the underlying plan.
Premium Payments:
HM will extend the premium payment grace period 30 days due to the pandemic.
HM Claims Paying for COVID19:
Claims will be paid up to the “paid to” date. In the event that we
receive state-specific guidance, we will adhere to those mandates.
HM follows the underlying Plan language for what the Plan considers to be an eligible
claims expense (refer to Stop Loss Policy for definition). Therefore, if any claims
submitted for stop loss reimbursement related to testing and treatment of COVID-19
are specifically covered, or not otherwise excluded by the underlying plan, HM will
generally follow the underlying plan’s language.
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If the underlying plan does not cover testing and treatment related to COVID-19 and a
mid-year change is desired, the stop loss policy requires that HM approve the change
to the underlying plan.
HM will extend the grace period for premium collection by 30 days due to
the pandemic.

HM

continued

During the extended grace period, claims will be paid through the “paid-to” date.
In the event that state regulatory agencies issue specific directives, we will adhere to
those mandates.

Liquidity:
Optum maintains liquidity to ensure claim reimbursement.
Stop Loss Policy Provision Modifications for COVID-19:
- Policyholders that modify plan benefits to remove member copay related to testing
for COVID-19 may do so at no impact to specific or aggregate premium.
- Policyholders that modify plan benefits to remove member copays as it relates to
telemedicine during the COVID-19 pandemic may do so at no impact to specific or
aggregate premium.
- Policyholders that modify plan benefits to allow an early refill on one time per
medication basis can do so at no impact to specific and aggregate premium.
To make these changes, the Policyholder will need to send Optum an email outlining
their coverage
decisions
and the effective date of the changes.
LIVE 1-ON-1
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Optum will allow the effective date to be as early as March 13, 2020, which is the date
in which a National Emergency was declared.
Optum will also need to receive a Plan Document amendment reflective of the
change in this email no later than August 1, 2020, or prior to the renewal date.

Optum

These Stop Loss Policy provision modifications
are being made as a one-time exception relating to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Furlough, Leave of Absence, & Eligibility:
Optum Stop Loss Policy language does not contain an “Active at work” provision.
Optum relies solely on the underlying Plan Document language to determine
eligibility.
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Furlough, Leave of Absence, & Eligibility (continued):
Optum's Stop Loss policy does not have the right to create or modify eligibility for an
employer - that is defined by the Plan and Policyholder. If the current Plan Document
is written in such a manner that it would provide coverage for furloughed employees,
or employees on leave of absence, then Optum's Stop Loss Policy would follow the
Plan Document.

Optum
continued

If the current Plan Document language does not allow for these employees to be
considered eligible, then Optum will require a Plan Document amendment stating
the new eligibility requirements.
Optum is willing to accept an email correspondence that clearly outlines the plans
intent in changing eligibility requirements. Optum will accept the eligible changes
with an effective date no sooner than March 13, 2020.
However, Optum does request that formal plan amendment be provided with the
same eligibility changes by either the renewal date or August, 1, 2020, whichever is
7-DAY TRIAL
the earliest date

Plan Changes:
Partners MGU's Stop Loss policy does defer to the Plan Document when determining
eligible benefits. As such, a Plan Amendment is required to accommodate any
deviations from the Plan Document such as waiving of deductibles/copays/etc.
Signed amendments will be reviewed with priority to minimize any potential
disruption to plan members.
Re-Rating Factors:
Partners has agreed not to change rates or factors mid year due to the waiving of
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
copays, etc. as it relates to COVID-19 testing.
Plan Amendments:
As Federal guidelines may change rapidly, Partners will honor any mandated
coverage without requiring a Plan Amendment.

Partners

Additional Plan Amendments that will be honored include:
- Coverage of physician-ordered testing with no deductible/copay/coinsurance
required from the Plan participant.
- No Preauthorization
requirement for testing
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- No Specific Limitations on telemedicine visits
- Enabling Plan participants to obtain up to 30 days' supply of prescriptions in
advance
Plan Amendments (continued):
Losses for eligible expenses for the above will be subject to the terms of the Policy.
Plan Amendments related to the above may come in the form of a Plan Amendment,
letter on Policyholder company letterhead, or an email from the Policyholder.
Please send Amendments, letters, and emails to policy@partnersmgu.com
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Partners
continued

Actively at Work Provisions:
In regard to Actively at Work (AAW) provisions, employee
furloughs, and leave of absences, we will consider Plan members who were AAW
the day before the closure of the business as satisfying AAW requirement
through May 31, 2020.
Employees on furlough or leave of absence will be considered AAW through May 31st
as well provided we receive an Amendment, letter, or email as outlined above
indicating that the Policyholder is implementing
this provision.

Approved & Authorized Diagnostic Testing:
QBE is agreeable to no rate implication to the excess loss policy. Changes to member
cost share for COVID-19 diagnostic testing are at the discretion of the Plan. QBE has
noted considerable variances in cost by region and provider for COVID-19 diagnostic
testing, and7-DAY
assumes
payors will apply appropriate discounting.
TRIAL

QBE

Approved & Authorized Treatment:
QBE defers to the medical necessity provision of the Underlying Plan. In the event the
Underlying Plan requires an amendment to modify plan language, please send a
copy of the proposed amendment to QBE for review and acceptance, and await
confirmation that the plan change will be considered eligible under the Stop Loss
Policy.
Eligibility Requirements due to Extended Leave
Extended leave as a result of COVID-19 and how employers decide to
manage/mandate
a work from home or office shut down - QBE will not require a
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
formal plan document amendment be submitted, but rather are agreeable to accept
on company and/or administrator's cover letter, the COVID-19 plan for extended leave
to ensure appropriate eligibility remains in place for participants of the plan.

Deductibles, Copays & Cost-Sharing:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing
for COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
Monthly
(Flat)
eligible expenses
under
their Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.

RSLI

Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders who decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual
healthcare visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Early Rx Refills:
Policyholders who decide to allow covered participants to receive early prescription
refills to ensure they have a 30-day supply will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
Treatment of COVID-19:
24 / 7
RSLI agrees to cover COVID-19 treatment like any other illness, adhering with the Plan
Document benefit provisions.
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Digital Communication & Signature:
RSLI will accept digital / electronic signatures on Proposals, Stop Loss Applications,
and Stop Loss Policy forms.

RSLI

continued

Furloughs & Layoffs:
For employers who must furlough or lay off employees, RSLI will follow the eligibility
rules outlined in the Plan Document.
In order to address continuation of coverage under the Stop Loss Plan and maintain
their active status under the Plan, RSLI is accepting any form of written notice of their
intent to change the eligibility requirements under their plan.
This is in lieu of a formal plan document amendment during these times. Stop Loss
protection remains in-force as long as premium continues to be paid on behalf of
these members.
7-DAY to
TRIAL
Costs Associated
COVID-19:
Expenses related to testing and treatment associated with COVID-19 will be covered
under the Stop Loss policy as long as they are covered under the plan and meet the
policy terms, as with any other claim.
Plan Amendments:
If a plan is amended to allow for testing or treatment costs for COVID-19 to be covered
as preventative with no cost share, Sun Life will not require that the plan amendment
be sent to them for approval. While such changes can trigger the right-to-recalculate
in the policy, Sun Life will not make any adjustments to premium rates, deductibles,
or factors as a result of these specific changes.

Sun Life

Office Closures:
If a business is closed due to COVID-19, Sun Life will consider employees who were
actively-at-work the day before the closure to be eligible under the plan through April
30th, 2020, at which time Sun Life will determine whether to extend this date.
Short-Term Disability:
Sun Life will promptly pay all valid claims in which an eligible member has a
qualifying and documented medical event, including an event related to COVID-19. If
an employee tested positive for COVID-19 and is quarantined and unable to work, the
employeeMonthly
is considered
totally or partially disabled during the period of medically
(Flat)
required confinement. If the employee is quarantined but their symptoms allow them
to perform work duties from home, the employee would generally not be considered
totally or partially disabled, and would be considered actively at work.
Eligibility Requirement Changes:
Sun Life acknowledges that employers may need additional flexibility as a result of
COVID-19.
Employees whose eligibility under the plan is impacted by COVID-19 related actions
can still be considered covered under the Stop Loss policy during the current Policy
year as long as premium for them continues to be paid.
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Eligibility Requirement Changes (continued):
Sun Life will not require that an amended Plan document permitting such continued
coverage be sent to Sun Life for approval. However, in order to process claims
accurately, Sun Life needs to be made aware of any such plan changes as soon as
possible.
Please send the amended plan document to Sun Life's claims team at
stop.loss.claims@sunlife.com
Stop-Loss Reimbursement Process:
Sun Life's claims team is prepared to continue to process reimbursement requests as
usual, with no anticipated changes to standard turn-around time.
Pandemic Related Provisions or Exclusions in Stop-Loss Policies:
There are no pandemic related provisions or exclusions in Sun Life's Stop-Loss policy.
Expenses related to testing and treatment of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) will be covered
under the Stop-Loss policy as long as they are covered under the group's Plan and
7-DAY
TRIAL
meet the policy
terms
as with any other claim.

Sun Life
continued

Retroactive Plan Amendments
If a Plan is amended during the current Policy period to allow for costs associated
with testing or treatment for COVID-19 as preventative or diagnostic with no cost
share, Sun Life will NOT require that the Plan amendment be sent to them for
approval.
Early Refill Rx:
Sun Life will reimburse costs related to early refills through at least April 30, 2020, at
which time they will determine whether to extend that date.
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
COBRA:
As it relates to a required waiting period if an employee is rehired and had not elected
COBRA, Sun Life knows that employers may need additional flexibility as a result of
COVID-19). Employees whose eligibility under the plan is impacted by COVID-19
related actions can still be considered covered under the Stop-Loss policy during the
current Policy Year as long as premium for them continues to be paid. We will not
require that an amended plan document permitting such continued coverage be
sent to Sun Life for approval. However, in order to process claims accurately, Sun Life
needs to be made aware of any such plan changes as soon as possible. Please send
Monthly
(Flat) or an email detailing the changes to the claims team at
the amended
plan document
Stop.Loss.Claims@sunlife.com.
Actively at Work:
As it relates to employees not actively at work because they have no scheduled shifts,
Sun Life knows that employers may need additional flexibility as a result of COVID-19).
Employees whose eligibility under the plan is impacted by COVID-19 related actions
can still be considered covered under the Stop-Loss policy during the current Policy
Year as long as premium for them continues to be paid. Sun Life will not require that
an amended plan document permitting such continued coverage be sent to Sun Life
for approval. However, in order to process claims accurately, Sun Life needs to be
made aware of any such plan changes as soon as possible. Please send the amended
plan document or an email detailing the changes to the claims team at
24 / 7
Stop.Loss.Claims@sunlife.com.
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Policy Administration:
As it relates to the need for 'wet' signatures, Sun Life understands that not everyone
has the capability to print, sign, and scan documents for return to Sun Life when
working remotely. Where possible, Sun Life would ask to leverage e-Signature
functionality.
If you or your client do not have eSignature capability, Sun Life will temporarily
consider accepting paperwork without signature provided there is a clear audit trail.
This will be through at least April 30, 2020, at which time Sun Life will determine
whether to extend the date.
There must be a clear e-mail from the client and the broker indicating they wish to
move forward with writing new business / renewing with Sun Life
Signed paperwork will be required at the earliest opportunity.
Sun Life's account management team will work with Stealth and the client on the
follow up plan.
7-DAY TRIAL

Sun Life
continued

Plan Amendments for Testing/Treatment of COVID-19:
If the Plan is amended during the current policy period to allow for costs associated
with testing or treatment for COVID-19 as preventative or diagnostic with no cost
share, Sun Life will not require that the plan amendment be sent to them for
approval. This includes telemedicine services. While such changes could trigger the
Right to Rerate provision in the policy, we will not make any adjustment to premium
rates, deductibles, or factors as a result of these specific changes.
Grace Periods:
Given the disruption due to COVID-19, Sun Life is extending the standard policy grace
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
period for an additional 30 days if needed.
There is no need to contact Sun Life as the grace period is being extended and
applied to groups automatically.
Monthly Aggregate Accommodation:
Sun Life will consider requests for mid-year policy changes such as adding monthly
accommodation on a go-forward basis.
Timely Filing Limits:
Claims can be filed up to 12 months after the end of the Claims Basis during which the
claim arose.
For example, for a 1/1/20 policy that has a 12/12 Claims Basis, claims incurred and paid
between 1/1/20 and 12/31/20 can be submitted through 12/31/21 (12 months after the
end of the Claims Basis).
For a 1/1/20 policy that has a 12/15 Claims Basis, claims incurred between 1/1/20 and
12/31/20 and paid between 1/1/20 and 3/31/21 can be submitted through 3/31/22 (12
months after the Run-Out period).
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Testing:
COVID-19 testing at 100% coverage with no deductible, coinsurance or co-pay will be an
acceptable plan amendment effective immediately or retroactive to March 1, 2020.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Telemedicine with no deductible, coinsurance or co-pay for any reason will be an acceptable
plan amendment effective immediately or retroactive to March 1, 2020.
Early Rx Refills:
Removal of prescription refill limitations on maintenance medications to assure an adequate
supply in the event of potential quarantine situation will be an acceptable plan amendment
effective immediately or retroactive to March 1, 2020.

Swiss Re

Plan Amendments:
Plan amendments must be submitted by August 30,2020. The following administrative
considerations will be made for policyholders that close their businesses due to COVID-19 for
March 1, 2020 - April 30, 2020 (requested by April 30, 2020): Plan members considered
7-DAY TRIAL
Actively-at-Work the day prior to closure of the business will be considered Actively-at-Work.
Swiss Re will also consider requests for premium payment to be paid within 60 days of the
due dates.
Additional Clarification Regarding Administrative Considerations:
- Plan members considered actively-at-work the day prior to closure of the business (this
includes temporary furloughs or reduction in hours of some or all members) may be
considered actively-at-work no earlier than March 1, 2020 through April 30, 2020.
- Policyholders are required to provide notification of closure or furloughs that includes a
member list with the following information for each affected member: date of hire, effective
date and furlough date. Notices must be received within 60 days of the closure
or furlough.
LIVE 1-ON-1 INTERVIEW
- Premium must be paid for all plan members considered by the policyholder to be covered
and actively-at-work during the billing month. We will not require a plan amendment
and will be monitoring the COVID-19 situation to determine if an extension
beyond April 30, 2020 will be necessary.

Symetra

COVID-19 Testing:
Symetra will not require employers to amend their plan documents in order to
implement the following changes:
- Waiving deductible and/or out-of-pocket charges for COVID-19 testing and
Telemedicine or virtual doctor visits.
- Waiving prior-authorization requirements on diagnostic testing of COVID-19 that
may have otherwise applied.
- Paying for out-of-network COVID-19 testing as in-network lab claims, if access for innetwork COVID-19 testing is unavailable.
- Allowing early refills of prescription medications.
Symetra will accept these charges as covered expenses under the Stop Loss Policy,
and will not require mid-year changes to aggregate factors or premiums.
COVID-19 Treatment:
Please note that claims related to treatment of COVID-19 will follow the benefits
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outlined in the Plan Document accepted by Symetra.
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Employee's Eligibility Documentation:
Symetra will continue coverage under the stop loss policy for claims from employees
that no longer meet the plan’s eligibility requirements as a result of the impact of
COVID-19 on the employer’s workforce (including claims from employees
experiencing a furlough or reduction in hours), provided that the employer continues
to treat such employees as eligible under the plan, and
premiums for such employees continue to be paid.

Symetra
continued

Symetra is not requiring the employer to amend their plan document to continue this
coverage. However, if Symetra receives a claim with respect to an employee whose
coverage has been continued in this manner, Symetra will require documentation
showing that the employer continued to treat the employee as eligible under the
plan.
Employee's Eligibility Documentation (continued):
Please note that this accommodation does not extend to terminated employees. An
employee who has been terminated would be eligible to continue coverage under
COBRA
Stop Loss Premium:
If a group is having, or expects to have, difficulty paying premium in a timely manner
due to the impacts of COVID-19, the Symetra Stop Loss representative must be
contacted to work to support continuation of coverage.

Plan Amendments Effective Immediately:
- Waiver of cost-sharing obligations for COVID-19 testing, including telemedicine and
or/virtual office visits.
LIVEof1-ON-1
INTERVIEW
- Revision
maintenance
medication refills up to a 90-day supply. Only medication
costs up to the end of the Stop Loss policy year will be considered eligible.
Actively at Work:
Nationwide (TMS Re) recognizes some policyholders need to close their businesses or
layoff/furlough staff due to governmental mandate or other COVID-19 specific
impacts. If submitted
by May 1, 2020, the following administrative considerations will
30 MINUTES
be accommodated under the Stop Loss Policy:

TMS Re

- If business closure or staff layoff/furlough occurs as a result of COVID-19, Plan
members must be “Actively at Work” the day prior to the closure or staff
layoff/furlough.
- If the Plan member(s) is quarantined due to COVID-19, the member must return to
work immediately following the end of quarantine period.
- Failure of any Plan member to return to work under these scenarios will follow Plan
Document terms regarding continuation of coverage for purposes of the stop loss
policy.
Premium Payments:
If a customer indicates they are unable to make their March 1st premium payment on
or before April 1st, TMS Re will extend the stop loss contract grace period of 31 days by
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an additional 30 days, or until May 1, 2020.
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TMS Re
continued

Plan Amendment Deadlines:
TMS Re is requesting that any amendment to the Plan Document for reasons
specified in the above section be submitted by May 15,2020, or prior to the end of the
Plan year, whichever is earlier.
Re-Rates:
Nationwide reserves the right to re-underwrite or re-price the policy upon receipt and
review of the signed Plan amendment should benefits be extended due to any reason
noted above.
All claims will continue to be evaluated based on their individual facts and relevant
laws and regulations. All policy terms and conditions remain in force.

Immediately Eligible Expenses:
Liberty Mutual (TRU) will honor the following expenses as eligible under the Employer
Stop Loss policy with no prior notification.
7-DAY TRIAL
Liberty Mutual will require that notice of the change in benefits be provided within 30
days of the change, by means of email from the Policyholder.
- Waiver of deductibles, copays and cost-sharing for COVID-19 testing
- Waiver of cost-sharing on telemedicine and virtual visits
- Early refills of medication to ensure covered members have a 30-day supply

TRU

Temporary Closures & Non-Medical Leave:
Liberty Mutual also understands that some policyholders may be faced with
temporary closures due to COVID-19 that result in employees being temporarily
placed on non-medical leave.
If the employer chooses to recognize these employees as eligible for benefits during a
temporary closure, Liberty Mutual will honor that status subject to the following:

- Employees on non-medical leave should be included in the reported enrollment and
proper premiums paid for all covered members

Monthly (Flat)

- Reimbursement requests should indicate whether the covered member was
included under a non-medical leave extension
- The employer continues to pay their portion of the health insurance contributions
- Any extension due to temporary closure will terminate coverage after 90 days
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Deductible, Coinsurance & Copays:
Policyholders who decide to waive the cost of deductibles, copays, and cost-sharing
for COVID-19 testing for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Unum Stop Loss Policy without prior notification.
Policy Exclusions Regarding Pandemics:
Unum does not have any exclusion as it relates to pandemic events. Unum will
continue to administer our Stop Loss contract as per the stated language in their
existing policy and any applicable administrative agreements that already are in place
as they relate to policy coverage exclusions, terms and conditions.
Coverage for Medical Treatment:
Expenses associated with COVID-19 treatment will be covered under the Unum Stop
Loss policy as long as these expenses are covered under the plan and meet the policy
terms, as with any other claim.
Telemedicine & Virtual Visits:
Policyholders
who TRIAL
decide to waive cost-sharing for telemedicine and virtual
7-DAY
healthcare visits for covered participants will be allowed to apply these costs as
eligible expenses under their Stop Loss policy without prior notification.
o This change will be in effect through April 30th, 2020, at which time Unum will
determine whether to extend this timeframe.

Unum

Claim Filing Limits:
Unum plans to follow contractual claim filing time limits but will handle requests for
exceptions on a case by case basis.

Premium Grace Periods:
Unum will extend the grace period for Premium payments by 30 days
- This change will be in effect through April 30th, 2020, at which time Unum will determine
whether to extend this timeframe.
Early Refill Rx:
Removal of prescription
30 MINUTES refill limitations on “maintenance medications” to assure a 30-day
supply in the event of potential quarantine situation will be an acceptable plan
amendment effective immediately.
- This change will be in effect through April 30th, 2020, at which time Unum will determine
whether to extend this timeframe.
Changes in Eligibility Requirements due to COVID-19:
- If a business closes due to COVID-19, Unum will consider employees who were actively-atwork the day before the closure to be eligible under the plan through April 30th, 2020, at
which time, Unum will determine whether to extend timeframe
- For layoffs and leaves of absence, Unum’s Stop Loss policy will continue coverage in
accordance with Policyholders’ respective plan documents at the effective dates of their
policies. Should Policyholders decide to make changes to their underlying plans’ eligibility
requirements as a result of COVID-19, Unum’s Stop Loss policy will honor those changes as
long as premiums continue to be paid. We ask to be notified of the changes in order to
/7
process claims 24
accordingly.
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Unum

continued

- Should a Policyholder’s layoff actions trigger the change in enrollment percentage
thresholds outlined in the Stop Loss Policy, Unum will defer our right to re-rate the
Policyholder’s Stop Loss coverage until further notice. In this instance, we will work with the
Policyholder to understand if, when, and how enrollment levels will normalize.
Please email any proposed plan document changes on Employer letterhead to
stoplossquotes@unum.com
• Please use the subject line, “Eligibility Requirements Change” in your email and copy
your broker/advisor

Waiver of Deductibles, Coinsurance or Co-Pays:
COVID-19 testing will be covered with no deductible, coinsurance or co-payment
effective immediately.
Virtual Visits and Telemedicine:
7-DAY
TRIAL
Telemedicine
will be
covered with no deductible, coinsurance or co-payment.
Early Refill Rx:
Upon request from the employer, Vista will allow for a 30 day supply of maintenance
medications to assure an adequate supply in the event of potential quarantine
situation, as long as they have been recommended or prescribed by a Physician.
Policy Administration:
During this time, "wet" signatures on policy forms, applications etc. can be substituted
with confirmation emails until companies return to work.

Vista

Claims:
Given the circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic, Vista will do everything possible
to offer extensions on filing limits when appropriate.
Vista will need to receive prior authorization from the Stop Loss carrier in order to
offer an extension and ask that the group send formal communication detailing the
circumstances and reason for the request so they can work with their carriers as
30 MINUTES
quickly as possible
to grant approval.
At this time, Vista is strongly encouraging all policyholders to remit premium and
claim reimbursements via ACH.
The entire claims department is fully operational and working remotely from the
safety of their own homes, but anticipate zero disruption to any claims
reimbursements or adjudication due to current circumstances.

Administrative Considerations for Closed Businesses Effective Immediately
Through April 30, 2020:
- Vista will follow the Policyholder's determination to keep otherwise actively-at-work
participants on active status.
- Plan participants considered actively-at-work the day prior to closure of the business
will be considered
24 actively-at-work.
/7
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Vista will honor employers offering continued eligibility to a plan participant who is
quarantined and not actively at work.
Plan participants must return to work immediately following a quarantine period in
order to continue active at work status.
In the event they do not return to work, Vista would expect the Plan to follow all
normal Plan language related to continuation of coverage.
- Vista will consider hardship requests for premium due date extensions on a case-bycase basis, and all requests must be received by April 30th, 2020.

Vista

continued

Plan Amendments:
Vista will not require a plan amendment regarding COVID-19 testing or treatment
expenses covered by the stop-loss policy. Vista does kindly ask for written
clarifications of the intended plan changes. If the stop-loss policy is amended to cover
the diagnostic testing for COVID-19, Companion Life could adjust rates and/or factors,
but have elected
not
to adjust the rates or factors for this benefit change.
7-DAY
TRIAL
Business Closures:
Employees who were actively at work on the day prior to closure due to the COVID-19
outbreak will be eligible through April 30, 2020, at which time Vista will determine
whether to extend the date. Please let Vista know as soon as possible if such an
extension may be needed.
Grace Periods:
Companion Life/ Vista will work with clients to provide premium payment flexibility in
accordance with the terms of our policy and applicable state insurance department
guidance. In the event premium payment flexibility is needed, Vista asks that the
client notifies them as soon as possible to discuss payment options that may be
available.
Aggregate Accommodation:
Vista will consider adding Monthly Aggregate Accommodation, but it will be on a
case-by-case basis and it would only be on a go-forward basis.
30 MINUTES

Testing & Treatment Charges:
If any testing fees or expenses related to COVID-19 are considered eligible expenses under
the employer's Plan, they will be considered eligible under the Stop Loss Policy. This
includes waiving deductibles, co-pays, and co insurance.

Voya

Changes to Plan Documents:
Voya will support covered members as defined by the Plan sponsor, including changes
made to their plan document and/or employee leave policy related to COVID-19. Please
notify Voya of changes as soon as possible. Voya will reevaluate position on plan changes
once the post peak
of the pandemic, as determined by the WHO (World Health
24 / phase
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Organization) has concluded, given that normal standard is 31 days advance notice.
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Absence Management:
If the employee has been diagnosed with COVID-19, they can take a leave of absence under
FMLA, and any State leave entitlement provided they are eligible. The employee must
provide certification completed by their physician certifying to the dates of leave. If the
employee's child, spouse, or parent has been diagnosed with COVID-19, they could receive
FMLA and State leave benefits with a completed certification. If an employee has no
symptoms, but is in quarantine, employers should not count this against FMLA leave as it
does not meet the definition of a serious health condition from the Department of Labor.
Employers can consider allowing an accommodation to work from home, if the 14-day
quarantine timeframe is required.
Stop Loss Summary:
The Stop Loss Policy covers any expenses or fees that arise from testing, medical treatment,
or other claims related activity that could be incurred - as long as those same costs are
considered eligible expenses under the employer's medical Plan Document.
Therefore, if COVID-19 is an eligible expense under the employer's Plan document, any
claims incurred will be eligible. This can include waiving deductibles, co-pays, coinsurance,
virtual visits, and telemedicine.

Voya

continued

In addition, early refills of medication to ensure participants have a 30-day supply will also
apply. Furthermore, Voya will support covered members as defined by the Plan sponsor
should plan changes be made as a result of COVID-19.
Please notify Voya of changes as soon as reasonably possible.
Voya will reevaluate position on plan change notification in conjunction with ongoing
guidance and developments as determined by the WHO, given that Voya's normal standard
is 31 days advance notice.
Premium Grace Periods:
Voya standardly includes a premium grace period of at least 45 days in the Policy. Grace
periods for premium due in this time period will be extended an additional 30 days for those
administratively impacted by COVID-19 until Voya determines such accommodations are no
longer necessary.
For example, for premium due 6/1/2020 with a 45 day grace period through 7/15/2020, we
will extend the grace period to 8/14/2020.
If a group anticipates having any issues with being able to remit premiums due to the
circumstances surrounding COVID-19, the client contact manager must be notified.
Claims Timely Filing Limits:
Voya’s standardly requires that proof of loss for a claim be provided no later than 180
calendar days after the end of the coverage period. Claim proof of loss filing periods will be
extended by an additional 30 days for those administratively impacted by COVID-19 until
Voya determines such accommodations are no longer necessary. For example, for a policy
effective 10/1/2018 with a paid contract period, normally proof of loss would be required
by 3/31/2020. Voya will extend the proof of loss period to 4/30/2020. If a client anticipates
having any issues with being able to provide timely proof of loss due to the circumstances
surrounding COVID-19, please contact your client manager.

